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TEASER ACT

FADE IN

INT. EUCALYPCITY LABORATORY NIGHT TIME

At the end of the day Professors Marvin and Lucy Popper,

Susan Smith, Ryan and Violet Rexes all exit the laboratory.

Susan Smith LOCKS the door behind.BRITNEY BATTER; smart,

beautiful, clever, mean, evil and obsessive, with black

hair, who climbs through the broken window, enters the

laboratory.

BRITNEY BATTER

(mad)

Fine Susan Smith, if you don’t want

to help me with my animal

communication helmet, I’ll just do

it myself.

Britney put 2 double A batteries into the helmet, uses the

screwdriver to screw into the helmet and screws the light

bulb on top of the helmet. She puts it on her head.

BRITNEY BATTER

(smiles)

Now, let’s see if this works.

Britney Batter TURNS ON the communication helmet. Lights on

the helmet LIGHT UP.

BRITNEY BATTER

OK it’s on. Now where do they put

their lab rats?

Suddenly, the helmet SPARKS causing it to EXPLODE on her

head causing Britney to fall to the floor.

BRITNEY BATTER (O.S)

(screaming)

AHH! HELP, HELP SOMEONE HELP!!!!!

DANGER CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.Suddenly a sworm of

BATS break into the laboratory and surround Britney Batters.

The Bats all pick her up and they leave the laboratory.

Suddenly Professor Susan Smith come into the lab. She

UNLOCKS the door and enters the lab. She TURNS ON the

lights.

PROFESSOR SUSAN SMITH’S P.O.V

Professor Susan Smith sees the black sack on the floor.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 2.

RETURN TO SCENE

PROFESSOR SUSAN SMITH

(shocked)

Oh no, this isn’t good.

END OF TEASER.

FADE TO BLACK

ACT 1

INT. CRIME FIGHTING KARATE KOALA BEAR’S TREEHOUSE, KITCHEN,

MORNING

In the morning, at the Crime Fighting Karate Koala Bears

tree house in the kitchen, Jake is making breakfast frying

eggs on the frying pan and bacon and sausages on 2 other

frying pans.

Paul, Martin, Bruce and Fluffy all walks into the kitchen.

JAKE

(smiling)

Morning sibs, and how did you

sleep?

BRUCE

(yawns)

Like I sleep as always, like a log.

PAUL

Are you making Breakfast?

FLUFFY

(smiles)

Good. I want my eggs not burned

like last time.

JAKE

(smiles)

Hey come on guys, I am a pro at

this. You guys are going to taste

the best breakfast tacos ever.

Suddenly the fried eggs, bacon and sausages catch on FIRE.

Jake grabs the fire extinguisher from the floor to put out

the flames.

JAKE

(smiles)

OK let’s have cereal.

(CONTINUED)
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Paul takes 5 bowls out from the cupboard and place them on

the island. Suddenly a bat FLIES through the open window,

and hangs upside down on the ceiling.

Paul POURS milk on his cereal, Bruce and Jake start to eat

their cereal and Martin SPITS his coffee. Suddenly the bat

lands onto the Teen Pop Magazine that Fluffy is reading.

FLUFFY’S P.O.V

Fluffy sees the bat on her magazine.

RETURN TO SCENE

FLUFFY

(screams)

AHHHHHH!!!!

CRAZY VIOLIN MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Fluffy karate chop at

the bat. The bat dodge the karate chop and start to fly

around the kitchen.

JAKE

Looks like our sister is going

batty.

Fluffy does a flying kick at the moving bat. The bat dodge

it, causing Fluffy to do a flying kick right at the

refrigerator put a dent in the refrigerator. The bat lands

at the microwave.Fluffy did a karate chop at bat on the

microwave. The bat flies off from the microwave as Fluffy

karate chopped the microwave in half. The Bat continues

flying around the kitchen. Fluffy keep on trying to hit the

Bat but she punches 3 cupboard doors and does a jump kick at

the exhaust.

The Bat FLIES out of the kitchen window. Paul CLOSES the

window. Fluffy runs up to Paul and hugs him.

FLUFFY

Thanks Powerful Paul.

PAUL

You’re welcome Furious Fluffy.

ROSE MCSCOTT(O.S)

What happened here?

Rose McScott walks into the kitchen, and sees the mess.

MARTIN

Fluffy went all psycho on a bat

again.

(CONTINUED)
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ROSE MCSCOTT

Again Fluffy?

FLUFFY

Um yeah that Bat scooped me.

PAUL

But you can’t be scared of Bats

forever.

BRUCE

(agrees with Paul)

Totally you did ,that when you are

a cub.

ROSE MCSCOTT

Yes I remembered it well.

DISSOLVE TO

INT. CRIME FIGHTING KARATE KOALA BEAR’S TREEHOUSE 11 YEARS

AGO FLUFFY’S ROOM

In Fluffy’s bedroom 5 year old Fluffy was fast asleep with

her window open. Suddenly a BAT came through the window and

enter into her room and then land on 5 year old Fluffy’s

bed.

5 YEAR OLD FLUFFY’S P.O.V

5 year old Fluffy opens her eyes to see the bat on her bed.

5 YEAR OLD FLUFFY

(screams in fear)

AHHH!!!!

5 Year old Fluffy got out of bed and runs into the hallway.

CUT TO

INT.CRIME FIGHTING KARATE KOALA BEAR’S TREEHOUSE 11 YEARS

AGO ROSE MCSCOTT’S ROOM.

5 year old Fluffy ran into Rose McScott’s room in SCREAMING

and jumps onto her bed trying to wake up her mother.

5 YEAR OLD FLUFFY

Mommy, mommy mommy

Rose McScott wakes up and then put on her glasses.

(CONTINUED)
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ROSE MCSCOTT

Fluffy, please come down, it looks

like you seen a ghost.

FLUFFY

(scared)

It’s not that see for your self.

INT. CRIME FIGHTING KARATE KOALA BEAR’S HOUSE 11 YEARS AGO

FLUFFY’S ROOM

MELLOW GUITAR MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.Back in Fluffy’s room

the bat continues to fly around her room.

ROSE MCSCOTT

That is what you are scooped about,

a little bat?

5 YEAR OLD FLUFFY

What’s a bat?

ROSE MCSCOTT

Bats are nocturnal animals who come

out at night, not in the day.

5 YEAR OLD FLUFFY

But why is it in my room?

ROSE MCSCOTT

Perhaps it got lost on his way back

home.

The Bat FLIES out through Fluffy’s bedroom window.

ROSE MCSCOTT

You see its not on his way home.

5 Year old climbs back into her bed and Rose McScott tucked

her back in. She gave her a kiss on the forehead.

RETURN TO SCENE.

ROSE MCSCOTT

Fluffy your fear with bats is now

out of control, you have to learn

to face it.

MARTIN

Mom is right, if you don’t face

your fear you shall be scared for

life.

(CONTINUED)
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ROSE MCSCOTT

Now, let’s clean up this mess.

Paul, Bruce and Martin started to clean up the mast in the

kitchen. Fluffy has a nervous face upon her face.

CUT TO

INT THE BAT MISTRESS’S LAIR DAYTIME

EVIL CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.Britney Batter wakes

up and sees that she is in a cave full of bats, that are

looking at her. She notice the dress she is wearing and

then look into the mirror. He face is blue with black

scares.

BRITNEY BATTER

What happened to me, wait it’s the

mind communication helmet it blow

up on my head.

BAT 1

But, you survived my mistress.

BRITNEY BATTER

What do you mean, mistress?

BAT 2

You now have the power to

communication with us, we are at

you every command.

BRITNEY BATTER

Every command, well then with this

new power of mean I think I shall

show it off to my old friend Susan

Smith, all I need now is some

transport.

The Bats FLIES into the lair with bat wing jet pack for

Brittney. Brittney put the bat wing jet pack on.

BRITNEY BATTER

For now on I am no longer Brittney

Batter, call me the Bat Mistress!!!

All of the Bats CHEER for her speech. The Bat Mistress

ACTIVES her jet pack and FLIES out of her lair. All of the

bats follow her.

CUT TO



7.

EXT. CRIME FIGHTING KARATE KOALA BEAR’S COURTYARD AFTERNOON

In the courtyard Paul is doing push ups, Martin is doing his

spin hook kicks, Jake was doing his double turning kicks and

Fluffy was punching the punching bag really hard, while

Bruce was holding it from behind.

BRUCE

Whoa, easy there Furious Fluffy

FLUFFY

(mad)

Don’t care Big Bruce.

PAUL

(asked Fluffy)

Are you still worried about bats

again.

FLUFFY

(rolled her eyes)

Um, yeah Bats are gross and creepy.

MARTIN

(explained)

But don’t forget harmless and

smart, bats use echolocation to

find their in the dark and find

food.

FLUFFY

Which is also creepy.

MARTIN

How is that creepy?

JAKE

Hey she is afraid of turning into a

vampire.

Fluffy gets angry.

FLUFFY

What oh, you are so dead Jakey.

Fluffy tackles Jake in anger.

JAKE (O.S)

Fluffy can you take a joke.

FLUFFY (O.S)

Um no.

CUT TO
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INT. CRIME FIGHTING KARATE KOALA BEAR’S KITCHEN

In the kitchen Rose McScott, Professors Marvin and Lucy

Popper,Susan Smith, Ryan and Violet Rexes are having

afternoon tea.

PROFESSOR MARVIN POPPER

I say Rose, your place is just

wonderful.

PROFESSOR LUCY POPPER

I have to agree with Marvin on

that.

ROSE MCSCOTT

Oh yes my house is home sweet home.

Suddenly the crime alarm RINGS.

PROFESSOR RYAN REXES

What on Earth is that noise?

ROSE MCSCOTT

Oh that is the crime alarm,.Martin

made that so the Koalas can go and

fight crime.

PROFESSOR VIOLET REXES

Well that is some smart thinking.

PAUL (O.S)

The Crime alarm guys, defiantly a

crime is in progress.

CUT TO

EXT. DOWNTOWN EUCALYPCITY MOMENTS LATER

DANGER CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. The citizens of

Sunny City run for their lives, running away from a black

cloud that is coming close to the streets. The Koalas

arrived on their Koalacycles and look up into the sky.

BRUCE

Hmm, is everyone running away from

a cloud.

MARTIN

Guest again Big Bruce, clouds stay

up in the air and are made out of

water, but this cloud is moving

towards us.

(CONTINUED)
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Paul’s ears WIGGLE

PAUL

There is more to that. I am hearing

some noises from the cloud.

Suddenly the Bat Mistress comes out from the cloud and lands

down to the streets.

THE BAT MISTRESS

Hello there I am the Bat Mistress

and I would like you to meet my

children.

Millions of Bats SEPARATE from the cloud.

JAKE

Sweet, it’s a cloud made out of

Bats.

FLUFFY

Bats, Bats... Bats!!!!

Fluffy run away from the bats.

THE BAT MISTRESS

Get them attack my pretties.

The Bat Queen’s Bats come down right at the Koalas.

END OF ACT 1

FADE TO BLACK

ACT 2

FADE IN

ACTION ROCK AND ROLL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.The Bats attack

the other Koalas. The Koalas starts to fight back, punching

and kicking the bats away from them.

BRUCE

OK Furious Fluffy isn’t furious

when it comes to bats.

JAKE

I know, she is a baby.

PAUL

No time to call Fluffy names we

have to fight.

(CONTINUED)
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Bruce kicks away 3 bats away from him. Suddenly the Bats

pick Bruce up by his sling lifting him up into the air.

Bruce struggles to try to free himself. He RIPS his sling

off reveling his muscular body.

BRUCE

OK Bats bring it on.

The Bats starts to lift up a gas truck high into the air and

drops it onto Bruce. Bruce dodges the gas truck as it hits

the ground,and EXPLODES into FLAMES.

MARTIN

That was a close one bro normally

Bats can’t lift heavy objects.

BRUCE

But, when it comes to team work

they can all lift heavy objects.

Paul punch 5 bats away from him.

PAUL

We have to stop this quick, Marty

find Furious Fluffy, Jakey, Big

Bruce take care of the other Bats.

I’ll take the Bat Mistress.

Martin go to look for Fluffy, and Bruce and Jake fight off

the Bats. Jake uses his skateboard to hit them away from hi,

BRUCE

Good idea using your skateboard

bro.

Bruce picks up a plank of wood, and use it to hit the bats

coming towards him hitting them away from him.

THE BAT MISTRESS

Never harm my children.

The Bat Mistress’s Bats picks up parked cars and throw them

right at Bruce and Jake. They dodge the falling cars as the

cars CRASH into the buildings behind them.

Paul run toward the Bat Mistress and did a flying jump kick

right at her. the Bat Mistress SCREAMS a POWERFUL SCREAM at

Paul, sending him flying down the street, and CRASHES into a

parked bus.

Elsewhere Martin spots Fluffy hiding in an ally in a fettle

position.

(CONTINUED)
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MARTIN

Fluffy please we need your help, to

fight the Bat Mistress.

FLUFFY

I am OK being right here Marty, so

you guys continue fighting, I’ll be

back home.

Martin drags Fluffy out of the ally. Suddenly a SWARM of

Bats fly over Martin’s head causing Fluffy to go back into

the ally.

Jake and Bruce both jump into the air and uses their

skateboard and wooden plank to hit the Bat Mistress. The Bat

Mistress uses POWERFUL SCREAM attack at Jake and Bruce

sending them flying down to the streets. Bruce slams into a

street light and Jake CRASHES into a music store window.

Suddenly a flyer of a Rock and Roll Festival landed on

Jake’s face.

JAKE’S P.O.V

Jake sees the flyer of the Rock and Roll Festival called

Rock a Rama.

RETURN TO SCENE

JAKE

Sweet, Rock a Rama

Jake puts the flyer into his back pocket.Back in the ally

where Fluffy was hiding Martin pulled her by the legs to get

her out from the ally.

MARTIN

Come on Fluffy the team needs you.

Paul pulls out his nun chucks and swings them around and

uses them to hit the Bat Mistress. The Bat Mistress uses her

POWERFUL SCREAM right at Paul, sending him flying, right

into a parked car, he lands on the car setting off the

ALARM. Bruce and Jake cover their ears, so as Fluffy and

Martin. Paul ROLLS UP his eyes to cover them from the scream

The Bat Mistress is in pain from the loud noise.

THE BAT MISTRESS

Ahhhh!!!! That hurts that noise, my

pretties come to mother.

All of the Bat Mistress’s Bats come to the Bat Mistress

picks her up and fly away from Sunny City.

(CONTINUED)
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FLUFFY

Is it over?

MARTIN

Yes Furious Fluffy it’s over.

FADE TO

INT. CRIME FIGHTING KARATE KOALA BEAR’S TREEHOUSE LIVING

ROOM

Back at the House Paul, Martin, Bruce, Jake and Rose McScott

where watching channel 11 news about the Bat Mistress’s

attack with Christopher Bryan in down town Sunny City.

CHRISTOPHER BRYAN

For a normal day, a lady who

attacked down town with a swarm of

bats, this day has become a

batastrophe if you know what I

mean.

BRUCE

I don’t get it.

JAKE

I get it Batastrophe rimes with

Catastrophe.

PAUL

Guys focus we have to stop the Bat

Queen before she do more damage.

MARTIN

Totally, with Furious Fluffy being

afraid of bats there is no way to

stop the Bat Mistress now.

ROSE MCSCOTT

Well we have to help Fluffy get

over her fear of bats no matter

what.

CUT TO

INT. CRIME FIGHTING KARATE KOALA BEARS’ TREEHOUSE UPSTAIRS.

Upstairs Rose McScott KNOCKS onto Fluffy’s bedroom door.

(CONTINUED)
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ROSE MCSCOTT

Fluffy it’s us you don’t have to be

afraid we’re here.

FLUFFY(O.S)

(in her room)

OK.

ROSE MCSCOTT

May we come in?

FLUFFY (O.S)

If you have some bats with you that

shall be a "no".

PAUL

Really, the bat thing again.

MARTIN

Is that the problem we have to

make, Fluffy has stop being afraid

of bats.

PAUL

Yes.

ROSE MCSCOTT

Fluffy please can you let us in.

FLUFFY (O.S)

If I open the door I shall let in

bats no.

MARTIN

You can’t stay in your room forever

because of one fear you have to

face it.

FLUFFY (O.S)

(inside her room)

As if, first I can live in my room

as long as every bat is destroyed,

and second no way.

Bruce kicks down Fluffy’s bedroom door.

ROSE MCSCOTT

(mad)

Fluffy Fiona McScott we are here to

help you get over your fear of bats

if you like it or not.

(CONTINUED)
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FLUFFY

Fine I’ll get over my fear of Bats.

CUT TO

EXT. CRIME FIGHTING KARATE KOALA BEAR’S COURTYARD

AWKWARD CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.In the courtyard a

wooden bat is lowered down from the tree by rope by Bruce.

PAUL

Now you see a bat in your way what

are you going to do?

FLUFFY

(yells)

Destroy it.

Fluffy DEMOLISHES the wooden bat into pieces.

CUT TO

INT. CRIME FIGHTING KARATE KOALA BEAR’S TREEHOUSE KITCHEN

In the Kitchen Martin show Fluffy some pictures that he

draw. The First picture is a bunny. Fluffy didn’t react to

the drawing. Next Martin shows her a picture of a tree she

didn’t react to that either. And he shows her a picture of a

bat. Fluffy is scared and karate chop the picture.

CUT TO

INT. CRIME FIGHTING KARATE KOALA BEAR’S TREEHOUSE LIVING

ROOM

Fluffy is sitting on the sofa alone in the living room.

Suddenly the lights came off and then Jake is making bat

noises in the living room.

JAKE (V.O)

Eee, ee, ee, ee ouch.

The Lights come back ON. Jake is rumbaing his nose.

JAKE

OK that hurt Fluffy.

FLUFFY

Sorry Jakey

(CONTINUED)
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BRUCE

I think this whole facing fear

thing just ends in total mayhem.

All of a sudden the phone RINGS. Rose McScott picks up the

phone and answered it.

ROSE MCSCOTT

(into the phone)

Hello (pause) Oh hey Ryan (pause)

What Susan got kidnapped.

CUT TO

INT S.P.D’S PENTHOUSE AFTERNOON MOMENTS LATER

At the S.P.D’s Penthouse, the penthouse is a wreck.

Professor Ryan Rexes, Professor Marvin Popper and Lucy

Popper, and Professor Violet Popper where cleaning by the

wreck penthouse when the Koalas came out from the elevator.

MARTIN

So what had happened here?

PROFESSOR RYAN REXES

A flock of bats broke into the

penthouse picked up Susan and left

the penthouse with Susan.

PAUL

(to Professor Ryan Rexes)

That is the sign of the Bat

Mistress.

BRUCE

Does Susan have any enemies?

PROFESSOR MARVIN POPPER

Well there is Brittany Batter, who

used to be friends with her, but

when she got all obsessive with a

communication helmet of hers, Susan

stop being friends with her.

MARTIN

Do you have a picture of her?

Professor Lucy Popper took a picture of Susan and Brittney

from the shelf and show it to the Koalas Martin SCANS the

picture with his Koala Cell and the picture of Brittney

matches the Picture of the Bat Mistress.

(CONTINUED)
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JAKE

It’s a match,where is Susan now?

CUT TO

INT THE BAT QUEEN’S LAIR AFTERNOON

EVIL CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Susan is wrapped in

rope by a stalagmite.

THE BAT MISTRESS

(smiled)

So Susan Smith do you remember me.

PROFESSOR SUSAN SMITH

Brittney, is that you?

THE BAT MISTRESS

It’s the Bat Mistress now, and you

see my helmet works, but an

explosion on my head, causing me to

communicate to Bats.

PROFESSOR SUSAN SMITH

What are you going to do with me?

THE BAT MISTRESS

(smiles)

Oh what I am going to do with you,

my children have something in

planned for you.

The Bat Mistress’s Bat gather around Professor Susan Smith.

Susan Smith looks nerviest and scared.

CUT TO

INT S.P.D’S PENTHOUSE MOMENT’S LATER

Back at S.P.D’S Penthouse the koalas and the others are

thinking of a plan to take down the Bat Mistress

BRUCE

We have to make a plan to take down

the Bat Mistress, but how are we

going to do it.

PROFESSOR MARVIN POPPER

Did you remember anything from your

last battle?

(CONTINUED)
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PAUL

(remembered)

I remember from the battle, that

she covered her ears from a loud

car alarm.

PROFESSOR VIOLET REXES

Wait a minute, The Bat Mistress and

Brittney are the same person, so

she hates loud noises too.

JAKE

Oh. I remembered something. Rock a

Rama a rock festival.

Jake takes out the Rock-a-Rama flyer from his back pocket.

PROFESSOR RYAN REXES

Good idea, but bad news Rock a Rama

is already over.

PAUL

(smiled)

But, this time Rock a Rama shall

return to Sunny City one more time.

FADE TO

EXT EUCALYPCITY MUSIC BOWL MOMENTS LATER.

The Curtains OPEN with Paul, Bruce, Martin and Jake all in

goofy rock and roll uniforms with Paul and Bruce playing the

electric guitars, Martin at the keyboard and Jake at the

drums.

PAUL

(asked)

Are you guys ready.

BRUCE

(smiled)

Totally.

JAKE

(smiled)

Rock and roll!!! Powerful Paul.

PAUL

(to the professors)

Set the speakers to maximum.

Professor Ryan Rexes and Marvin Popper put the speaker

volume to maximum.

(CONTINUED)
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PROFESSOR RYAN REXES

Ready to rock.

MARTIN

(smiled)

Good, with the maximum volume and

the loud rock music, we shall make

the Bat Mistress be weakened.

PAUL

And now we need Furious Fluffy for

this.

FLUFFY

(uptight)

Me, but I am afraid of bats.

BRUCE

We know, but this is an opportunity

for you to face you fear.

PAUL

Just remember (pause) fear is only

in the mind.

EVIL CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. The Bat Mistress

with her ear plugs in her ear and her bats arrive, with

Professor Susan Smith.

THE BAT MISTRESS

We’re here, you all interrupted my

children dinner for this.

Suddenly the lights on the stage LIGHTS UP. At the right

side of the stage Professors Marvin and Lucy Popper, Ryan

and Violet Rexes put in ear plugs.

PAUL

(into the microphone)

Hello Bat Mistress, are you ready

to rock?

THE BAT MISTRESS

No.

PAUL

(into the microphone)

This number is called our Sister

Fluffy is going to kick you butt.

Hit It!!!!

(CONTINUED)
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Paul, Martin, Bruce and Jake start to play their rock and

roll very loud. FIGHTING ROCK AND ROLL MUSIC IN THE

BACKGROUND. Paul and Bruce SHRED their guitars and

Martin play the keyboard and Jake drums the drums.

THE BAT MISTRESS

(smile)

Well, well isn’t the scared Koala,

going to fight me, oh but one

problem with that, your scared of

bats.

FLUFFY

(talking to herself)

Fear (pause) is only (pause) in the

mind.

Fluffy does a jump kick right at the Bat Mistress causing

her to fall down onto the ground. The Bat Mistress’s bats

picks her back up. The Bat Queen does a POWERFUL SCREAM

attack at Fluffy, sending her CRASHING into the stands.

Fluffy does a cartwheel at the Bat Mistress and then did a

double flying kick her. The Bat Mistress dodges the attack

did a VIOLENT SCREAM ATTACK at Fluffy.

PAUL

(shredding his guitar)

Fluffy keep on fighting the Bat

Mistress to pop out her ear plugs.

THE BAT MISTRESS

My pretties, attack those other

Koalas.

The Bat Mistress’s bat FLY towards Paul, Martin, Bruce and

Jake who are on stage. Fluffy does a kick behind the Bat

Mistress, knocking her to the ground.

The Bat Mistress’s bat fly right at Paul, Martin, Bruce and

Jake are on stage. Paul FIRES a SOUND WAVE out from his

guitar. Bruce also FIRES a SOUND WAVE out from his guitar.

MARTIN

(playing the keyboard)

Excellent the sound wave cannons on

Big Bruce and Powerful Paul’s

guitars worked perfectly.

JAKE

(drumming the drums)

And it’s awesome.

(CONTINUED)
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Fluffy punches the Bat Mistress in the face. The Bat

Mistress uses her sharp nails to scratch Fluffy’s face.

Fluffy gets scratched by the Bat Mistress and kicks the Bat

Mistress away from her.

PAUL

(shredding his Guitar)

Keep shredding bros.

JAKE

(drumming the drums)

We are shredding bro.

BRUCE

(shredding the guitar)

You’re drumming Jakey.

JAKE

(drumming the drums)

Well can we switch bro.

BRUCE

No.

The Bat Mistress uses her VIOLENT SCREAM at Fluffy sending

her slamming to the ground. The Bat Mistress’s Bats attacks

her. Fluffy covers herself from the attack of bats.

FLUFFY

Ahhh get off me, get off me!

THE BAT MISTRESS

(grins)

Ha ha!!! Face it Koala, you are

just hopeless, and you’ll never

face your fear of my prefect bats.

FLUFFY (V.O)

Fear is only in the mind.

Fluffy jumps up from the ground and hit the bats away from

her. She does a Butterfly kick right at the Bat Mistress and

then a upper cut punch right at the Bat Mistress knocking

her ear plugs from her ear.

THE BAT MISTRESS

(in pain)

Ahh my ears, loud noise no!!!

Fluffy picks up the Bat Mistress and throws her into the

stands. Jake does a drum solo to end the rock and roll music

that he and his brother make.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 21.

The Bat Mistress’s bats picks her up and FLIES back to her

lair.

The Koalas,Professor Marvin Popper and Professor Ryan Rexes

to free Professor Susan Smith. Paul uses his karate chop to

chop the rope wrapped around Susan Smith.

PROFESSOR SUSAN SMITH

Thanks you guys you saved me with

the power of music.

PAUL

(smiled)

It was nothing Fluffy did most of

the work.

BRUCE

(agrees with Paul)

Totally she faced her fear of bats.

FLUFFY

(blushes)

Hey it was you guys to encourage to

face my fear of Bats.

JAKE

(smiles)

Well it’s all you Fluffy your

Furious again, but there is a bat

behind you .

FLUFFY

(freaks out)

What get it away from me.

Fluffy starts to run in a circle to get ride of the

invisible bat. Paul, Martin, Bruce, Jake, Professors Marvin

Popper, Ryan Rexes and Susan Smith all LAUGH.

CUT TO

INT THE BAT MISTRESS’S LAIR EVENING

EVIL CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. The Bat Mistress’s

Bats lifts the Bat Mistress and place her onto her thrown.

THE BAT MISTRESS

(mad)

Thank you my children, Looks like

your mother had been defeated, but

round 2 is just around the corner.

FADE TO BLACK


